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SUMMARY

This study is a statistical review of 94 major helicopter fire-cccidents that
occurred during the six-yer period, July 1957 - June 1963. Findings of the
July 1960 - June 1963 period cre compared with those of the three previous
yers. Findings of The first three-year period were reported in on earlier USA-
SAAR study, "Army Helicooter Accidents Involving Fire.'"

The number of fire accidents. inrreased during the latter period from 42 to

52 and now account for 9.5-0 of the major hel:copter accidents as compared to
7% reported in the initial study. Fire accidents remained at 2.9 per 100,000
hours of flying for both three-year periods.

Ninety percent of the. fires erupt on, or immediately after, the initial impact
during the crash sequence. Fire accidents of this type demonstrate the need of
a fuel system designed to prevent fuel spilloge when the helicopter comes to
rest.

Seventy percent of the crashes involved forces considered within the limits

of human tolerance and are classified as survivable.
Five inflight fires resulted in major accidents over the six-year period.

Of these, two occurred during the recent three-year period, and only one of these
resulted in a major accident.

Ruptured fiel cells and lines caused fuel spillage and subsequerr fire in
80W% of ;he accidents. Fuel served as the flammable source in 87o of the acci-
dents.

Accidents involving collision with te ground during controlled and uncon-
trolled conditions have been found to procuce the greatest number of fires. The
greatest number of survivable fire occid nts rrculted from roll-overs and wire

L strikes. These two cause factors produced an equal number of survivable fire
accidents.

Though a greater number of fire accidents have occurred during the last
three-year period, the materiel costs of ihese accidents have decreased appro-
ximately one-half million dollars. This decrease is due to the fact that the
larger, more expensive mcdels did not show an increase in the number of fire
accideats.

t Sixty seven percent of the number of occupants involved were injured in fire
accidents as compared to 10" injured in other types of major accidents. Forty-
one percent of the occupants involved -n fire accidents received thermal inluries.

The occupant survival rate in fire accidents is 62% compared to 98% for
other types 3f major accidents Twenty-seven fatalities, ten in survivable acci-
dents, have been attributed to thermal inluries.

Becuuse the final position of a rotary wing aircraft involved in an accident
is usually other than upright, escape provisions are essential in the reduction

of thermal iniury in survivable accidents
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I. INTRODiCTION

Fire at impact or post-crash fire continues to remain one of the major
hazards of U_ S. Army helicopter operations. When fire erupts in an otherwise
occupant-survivable occide.t, it is a grim reminder of the need to improve the
crash-fire-worthiness design of these aircraft.

The fire accident experience of the current generation of Army helicopters
viviify reveals crash-worthiness deficiencies. These deficiencies were pointed

out in or elier United States Army Board for Aviation Accident Research
(USABAAR) study.1 that reviewed the heiicopter fire experiences of the July
,957-June 1960 period. Since the publication of that study, the Army helicopter
has logged many hours in tactical units flying nap-of-the-earth. Data reflecting

increased exposure to accidents oi this flight pcofile show that previously known
deficiencies ore more unacceptable than ever befce.

The all-time high of 25 fire accidents of FY 1963 makes it quite clear that
emerging tactical concepts have out-dated tb crash-fire-worthiness criteria used
in the design of the generation of helicopters represented ii- the tables of this
study. Their design borrowed heavily from the experience of fixed wing aircraft.

They did nat have the benefit of exoe-ience tho; cerrnt tactical practices offer.

Experience has shown the helicoptet's behavior in a crash is quite different from
that ef fixed wirg aircraft. Fixed wing aircraft crash with a dominating forward
component in contrast to the high lateral and vertical forces generated in heli-
copter crashes. Perhaps the difference is de i the helicopter's inherent
instability, relatively low speed, low operating altitude, mass displacemnt,
torque effects of its rotor systems, and the reacuion of the airframe when rotor
blades strike the terrain or other obiects. Furthermore, the fact that the heli-
copter has no wing to protect the fuselage, to absorb energy, and to reduce the
tendency to roll generates a greater variety of forLes to act on its structural
components fol;owing impact.

To overcome current deficiencies, the design of new generation Army heli-
copters must consider past Army accident experience. The fire accident ex-
perience of this study is an example. It will illustrate the vulnerability of the
location of crash-susceptible metal fuel tanks of the OH-13 series. In contrast,
the data will show that protectively located bladder-type fuel cells, like those
of the OH-23 and UH.1 models, are far less susceptible to rupture and fuelIspillage on impact.

The search for crash-fire-worthiness criteria must also look critically at the
helicopter',-, tactical environment. This env;ronment is porrayed in the 21
different types of Gccidents shown in Table 4. The impact phenomena in wire
strikes, roll-overs, and rotor strikes of trees musi be studied to formulate design
concepts that will aid the develmpuent of features that will prevent fuel spillage
and fire in potentially survivable mishaps.

This study relates the past six years of fire accident experience ending
June 1963. Its purpose is to show the nature and magnitude of the helicopter
fire problem, and to encourage the use of helicopter accident experience as a
basis for needed design changes. Hopefully, it will also serve as a justification
for the designer faced with the decision to compromise crash-fire-worthiness for
other design features that may have more appeal at the moment.

The data presented are taken from USABAAR files of accident investigation
reports submitted by unit investigating boards as directed by AR 385-40, "Acci-
dent Reporting and Record." All definitions used in this :tudy such as accident
classification and degree of personnel injury agree with this regulation.
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For the purpose of aiding analysis and showin tronds, data from the two,

flree-yfear periods ore ccmpared. The first perind, July 1957-June 1960, es**n-

;icily includes the some data presented in the LJSABAAR study, "Army Hellicop-F
ter Accidents Involvrsg Fire."' The iost period includes data compiled during
*iwe period July 1960 to June 1963.

TABLE I

Trend Wnication a, U. S. Army Helicopter Opewtion
Fire and Mon-Fire Major Accidents

July 1957-June 1960 jJuly 1960-June 1963 % Chafte

M.itt Accidents 577 I54Y -5.2
Aircraft tY~orIy Mean) 2,400 2.500 4.2

Hens Flown 1,450,000 1.100,000 24.0

.Cost - Aircraft Destiroyed - 6.150.000 $5,57.000-9.

Fire Accidents 42_______ ____23.8

_____________________ Fii46 47 2.2

rime lupect Survivable j30 36 20.0__

Ocuot nvtlved -Fire Accidents 122________ 142________ 1___.__

- e:upnf injured - Fir* Accidents 722 102 391.2

Fetelitiss - Fire Accidents 1 1 57 j .0

Ill DISCUSSION

A. General Information

Without estabishing a bases for comparison, it is difficult to clearly soy

whether fire accidents are increasing or decreasing. Any trend depends on
whether the nt-mber or the rote of occurrences is us.-d as a basis. Based on
number alonz, fire accidents have increased during -he past three years (Table
1). In the eorl . period of July 1958 - June 1960, the 42 occurrtnces accounted
for 7% of oil molor t-elicopter accidents This percentage increasee to 9.5%
during t+e next three year,. when fire was present in 52 major accidents. Tne
fire prevention problem is compi.--nded by the increase in the number of fire
ac:idents that tonk place while other, ate of lor accidents &-~creased 5%.
This decroe i.- motor accidents is cquvalc-n? to ten major accidents per
100,000 hours of flying However, rate-wise per 100,000 flying hours, firs- acci-
$ents during thc July 1960 -June 1963 period did not increa,,e. The rate of
2.9 fire acc~dents per 100,000 flying hours at the beginning of the period Jid not
change. The significance of no increase in rate is cippreciated upon noting that
it was attained early in a growth phase, at the time when tactical concepts that
exploit the helicopter's versatility were new to the Army's operational unlits.

In addition to fire in major accidents, fire was also reported in four insi-
denrts and two milnor accidents. During FY 1962 and FY 1963 !here were four
such reports. Three of thtese occurred in flight. Causes of these inflight fires
were as follows: A shorted UH.1A generator shun-t, gasoline splashing on on
engine when the left cap of an OH-13H came loose, and fuel igniting in the



T~ABLE 2

Occurrence vi Fire in Army Helicopter Accidents

*Viy 1957- June 13

Pr- Post- Fire Fire in
FY jai  Fire '; Fire Fire C'h Crash Externol lncidets &

Period Acits Acdt$ Acdts Rete F* Fire of Acft jMine Acdts

3 206 25 12.1 3.5 1i 22 2 3
1%2 20 22 10.0 3.6 1 21 0 1
1961 134 s 3.7 .9 01 4 "1 0

1960 193 14 7.3 2.6 1 11 2 2

1959 208 13 6.3 2.6 2 12 1 0

1958 179 15 8.4 3.5 0 13 0 0

Total 1124 94 8.4 2.9 5 83 6 6

*not* No. of accidents x 100,000

No. of hours flown

carburetor air intake filter of an OH-13D. The earlier period reparted two inflight
fires caused by engine malfur.ction and failure of wn exhaust stack clamp. Both
involved the UH-19D.

B. Number and Frequency of Occurrences

Post-crash fires erupting in eight of every nine fire accidents duriiig the
six year period establish a frequency tlat clearly indicates the need to improve
the helicopter crash-fite-worthiness design (Tabsk 2). Improvements demand
priority if the helicopter is to keep pace with the planned tactical requirements.
Grim evidence of fire, shown in Table 2, points out the j.ability of current
models to cape with increasing tactical requirements. Forty-three o, 52% of the
reported post-crash fires occurred during the lost two years. It was :his period
that witnessed the introduction and implementation oi ne.a tactical concepts for
the helicopter in the operational units.

inflight fire caused only one major accident during the post three years.
Fire broke out in the engine compartment of a UH-19D when two cylinders failed.
The relatively low inflight fire rate in contrast to the rafe of post-crash fires
that occur is a credit of current design practices which guard against them.

The hazard of the helicopter igniting combustible riatefial external to
itself has reduced sufficiently during the pat three years to become less of a
major problem. Current preventative practices that wisely include the use of
fire guards, improved fie, ' refueling practices, use of grounrd guides, improved
facilities, and, undoubtedly most important, employing dircct supervision of all
these factors, have been responsible for the change. The only occurrence in the
past three years involved a CH-34A. Rotor blades of this aircraft struck an
overhead fuel tank while toxiing into position to refuel.

Modification of the UH-1 to relocate the heater exhaust has apparently
eliminated this cause as on ignition source. Dring the earlier period prior to
modification, there were two reported occurrences of dry grass ignited on land.
ing. One occurrence caused total loss of a UH-11. In a similar situation, engine
exhaust of a UH-19 caused loss of the aircraft.

C. Fire Experience by Model of Hel:copter

The fire experience of the helicopters currently in the Army's operational
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-. - TABLE 3

-; iFire end Nen-Fir. Accideoi Experience by 1Mdel
July 19S7 -june 1943

FY 1"lS- FY 1960 FY1961-FY6 I_ Chn"
Fir Impact Fir.-l.ct

618i Fite , Ma Fire Survlvehle All Fire Act
11101del Ac#4ks Acdts Mr. Rate Acdts Acdts mr. Rate Fire Srviveble

04-23 112 7 4 1.2 101 4 2 .45 -3 -2
ON-13G.H 122 11 9 3.5 165 21 16 4.5 10 7

CH-34 46 7 5 1.a 43 5 5 1.7 1 0
CH421 102 S 5 2.4 66 8 S 2.6 0 0

UW-19 56 4 3 1.9 45 3 2 1.1 .1 -1
UWTh1 11 1- 1 9.0 63 5 3 1.8 4 2
OH13DIE 9 2 2 1.1 45 3 3 2.4 1 1

CH-37 6 2 1 3.9 1z 0 0 0.0 -2 -1

09-13"  0 1 0 0 0.0 5 0 0 0.0 0 0

, Totel j577 142 30 2.1 547 52 36 2.0 10 6

*Gss Fire - No Impact

"Swies Not Reported

inventory is shown in Table 3. To give an indication of accident exposure, the
models ore listed in descending order according to the total hours each has
flown during the six-year period. Note that two series of the OH-13 are listed.
As will be shown, the series differ significantly in fire experience and in their
fuel -cell installation. The D and E series have a single 29-gallon metal tank
cradled jbove the engine immediately aft of the rotor mast (Figure 1). The later
G and H series use twin meta! tanks of 43 gallons total capacity cradled above
the engine, one located on each side and outboard of the rotor mast (Figure 2).
In this location, the cells extend beyond the protection of the airframe. They

-fare often ruptured by ground contact, disintegrating rotor blades, and, infre-
quently, by linkage about the rotor mast. In wire strike occidentc, the rotor
mast may whip the wire across fuel system components. More important, the use
of twir cells always leaves an upper tank to spill its remaining fuel on roll-over.

Tk, rnber and rate ot which fire erupts under survivable impact conditions
is a relnlivu indication of each model's crash-fire-worthiness (Table 3).

FIGURE 1

OH-13 models D and E single fuel cell
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FIGURE 2

OH.13 models G and H twin Nl cells

For purpo.zes of this study, a survivable accident is one in which the crash
foces imposed on the occupant are within tho limits of human tolerance and
isome portion of the ,thaeSitable area of the aircraft remains reasonably intact.
The definition accepts the the limits of human tolerance to crash forces in an
exact sense are still esse.tially unestoblished. Also, the difficulty of com-
puting G forces involved ii a %elicopter occideng is recognized. These reser-
vations of the definition are nullified somewhat by the method used in deter-
mining the classification. Clas. ;fication of accidents is determined by the
flight surgeon who serves as a men,':er of the investigating board. Professional
competence, evidence found at the a-,cident -cene, and subsequent information
uncovered during the investigation dvt..'-mine whether an accident is survivable

t or nonsurvivoble.
The ultimate goal of design for ceo~h-fire-worthiness is to prevent the

occurrence of fire in all accidents regarded os survivable. Seventy percent of
the fire accidents are potentially sorvivable. The tragedy of thermal injury, the
cost of material loss, and subsequent decrease ir. mission capability point to the
urgency of incorporating design features that wilt -revent fire in these otherwise
survivable accidents. It is apparent from the OH- data of Table 3 that the D
and E series which use a single metal fuel tank ffer considerably more fire
protection. The chance of fire in the G and H series .,'Iich use twin metal tanks
is three timos as great. it can be determined from t; data that the D and E
models experience fire in 3.4% of their major nccidenrts oi, compared to 11% in
the G and H series. A comparison of rates in those occikr its shows a similar
difference.

During FY 1958 - FY 1960, the OH-13D's and E'- ,;d ur. i5% of the
Army's helicopter inventory and flew 12% of the hours and .Nt,.nod the lowest
fire-impact survivable accident rate of all models listed (Ti.blc ."). During the

4 next three years, an increase of one accident and a 30r ieductin in flying
hours caused the rate to more than double that of the previous three years,
reaching 2.4/100,000 hours. In addition to showing a change in 4rqnd, this
change illustrates the variability of rates and emphasizes the noed i, caution
in their use.

The OH-23, during the six-year period, achieved the best overaO fir% acci.
dent record of all models. In 213 major accidents dixing this period, fire Aas
reported in only six survivable accidents. This gave it the rema~kablk wQ of
less than one fire-survivable accident for each 100,000 hours of flyirg (Tob. 3'1

The record of the OH-23 suggests that the protective location of ,



FIGURE 3

OH-23 single bModier-type fuel cell

type fuel cells, shielded by the cockpit floor and outer skin, is near ideal
(Figure 3). The type of flying done by the OH-23 and the type of accidents it is
involved in indicates that the OH-23 fuel cell installation has proven to be

~highly crash resistent (Table 5).
The OH-23 accumulates more than half of i~s flying hours as a student

trainer (60% during FY 1963) at the Army's Primary Helicopter School at Fort

Waiters, Texas. When comparing it with other models, one must recognize that

controlled conditions during student training leave it relatively free of many
hazards that are encountered by field units during tactical operations. Seldom
do the OH-23 accident reports from Fort Wolters show the underside damaged
sufficiently to rupture the fuel cells. Obviously, the many available landing
areas, relatively clear of stumps, boulders, and other penetrating objects,
attribute much to the OH-23 record. For these reasons, the OH-23 fuel cell
installation for aircraft committed to extensive field operations should not be
adopteJ without horough evaluation of all factors involved.

The VJH-1 bladder-type cells located aft and outboard of the cockpit with

most of the cells above the cockpit floor provide added protection (Figure 4).
The lower partion of the cells are extra strength self-sealing, while a layer of
energy-absorbing honeycomb surrounds the lower portion o cells adjacent to the
skin. As a result, statements taken from a UH-1D, FY 1964, accident report
read: "Sharp object (tree trunk) penetrated the fuselage bottom under the left
forward fuel cel'- and crushed the protective honeycomb layer without aff;,.i;ng
fuel cell integrity." 2

4

tU

FIGURE 4

UH-1 bladder-type fuel cells aft and outboard of the cockpit
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~CH-34 with three fuel celli In th, belly of the helicopter

~In contrast, a CH-34 (Figure 5) accident report of the study period reods: ,
S"Tree trunk penetrated the belly of helicopter, rupturing the fuel tanks. Ex-
~~~plosion and fire ensued. ' '

~The UH-1 fire accident record in Tables 3 and 4 is cn indication of the
Army's success in developing a helicopter to meet its requirements. All other
models were adopted by the Army after having been developed and produced for

~~other services•."

With due consideration of its excellent operaticoal record and general
~acceptance, the design of the UH-1 does not completely achieve the ultimate in
i crash-fire-worthiness. Eight percent of the major accidents it was involved in

terminated in fire. Four of these accidents were doomed survivable. One of
~~these, during FY 1960, was caused by the heulter exhaust igniting tall dry gross..

Impact played no part in fire production. Ruptured fuel lines and fuel cells

(T[able 4) were the cause of the fire in the two survivable accidents. The
addition of fuel cells beleo the cabin floor bears watching as more D's becomew
operatioanal.

From on inventory and utilization point of view, the record of UH-I's did not
really begin 6ntil FY 1961. At the close of FY 1960, only a small number of

these ain-.raft were on hand and they had barely accumulated 10,000 hours of
flying. During the next three years, the number grew until the UH-1 now ranks
third to the OH-23 and CH-34, respectively, in hours flown. During this recent
period, only the OH-23 has a better fire record. The UH-1 record specks well of
the Army's initial development effort. It gives hope for the next generation of
helicopters to be introduced by the light observation model. If an equal stop can
be taken, the ultimate in crash-fire-worthiness may be within reach of thot
generation.

D. Fire Causation

Data presented thus for has already indicted the helicopter's fuel and fuel
system. Fuel was the flammable source in 82 of the 94 fire accidents du:ring the
six-year period. In eight of the remaining 12 fire accidents, fuel was strongly
suspected even though oil and another flammable fluid was present when fire
occurred. In each instance, fire broke out in the engine compartment after the

10
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TAL.E 4

F"e C0054660 try me"
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2.,, "1 ' 1 3% lo 1 0o J 2%1 21 _f_296

S = 3W vd6b Accideas W/S = N4asurviave Accidgas

engine failed (Tab!* 6)- Only in one instance wcs hydraulic flid thoaght to be
the flammable agent. This accident involved an -;H-13.

Design inadequacy of each model's fuel system to prevent spillage during
and following .mpact is evident in the data of Table 4. It may ber dtermined
that the fuel system failed to contain the fuel in 75% of the sLurivable acci-
dents. Failure of this magnitude strongly suggests the need tc design fuel
systems that :we crash resistant. The vent system and other fuel !,ystem plumb-
ing not only need to remain intact, particularly in the survivable ,xcidents, bA
must also prevent fuel spillage when the helicopter finally comes to rest in
some unusual attitude. In a majority of accidents, the helicopter'-, final position

is not upright but lying on its side. For some reason, not yet investigated, the
right side is the most frequent final position.

The following quotation taken from a post-crash fire accident report illus-
trates the need for total system design and why design considerations muss
include provisions for fire prevention after the helicopter has come to rest:
"Fuel spillage in this accident was the result of the attitude of the aircraft, not
the rather severe impact conditions. ;n this instance, the post-crash fire can be
considered coincidental. If tha aircraft had rolled on its right side, a fire would
rrobably not have occucred because of the location of the fuel vent terminal." 4

We may no~e that fire would not have occurred had the fuel vent lirs been
installcd according to HIAD* which states that the vent lines should traverse
the three dimensions of a tank.

To illustrate another design requirement and the coincidence of post-crash
fire, the %tMtements of two accidents are given:

... engine stopped immediately and the helicopter completed impact on
its rigbt side. The passenger got out first and discovered gasoline leaking down

91(andbook o! Instructone for Aircraft Desfiners. AFSC Maal 80-1. Air Force Syetem
Cowmrnd. Andrews 4.r Force Oie. Washington, D. C

is
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Ohio the hot exhust pipe. The aircrft stortad to 6mr immediately...,

"..land the helicopter an a sle, wich was later mswrd as 6.5
degrees- lanally from right to left skid and 1.2 degrees downhill "a :s t
front. The engine was not skue down. Approertmely two ainutos had row
*11opd, In this fine, fel "Iv~ from thw right (ulhill) tank was ilowing through
the corAmctL- li-w into the left (downdhilri tank, filling it. At -'his time, e

psegrglanced ovrhis ieft shoulder end saw fuel spraying out fro-m aroundthe o cap. The aircht burst into flames ... 6

The susceptibiliy of fuel cells to rupure when located in a position simil
to those of te ONi-3l ond H series is refleced in this statement: "The main
rontr bdes struck the grot six dines and stopped revolving. The impact of
the pain roth blode- fause twce omf to rtoll o its left and strike the 2wauh1
with the left o isoline tank, then boflce lAi come to rest on its right side.. s it
pome to rest, !6 fuel tank and lines were ruured allowing fuel to contct the 
hot engine ... s7

The ignition of spilled fuel is difficult to determine and selom pinsimlar
by the occidtent invstigatrs r The many ignition sources wch the helicopter's
engine provides are cited mst often. Because of the extent of fire dmagt in
most accidents, it is often impossimc for the intrstigting board to pr e and,
if necessary, conduct additional teres In one instance, however. the path of

spilled fuel to the ignition source was determined. In this case, with the heli-
copter (OH-13) engine running, it was cemonstrated that c liquid sprayed an the
bubble behind the pilot's head would run down the firewall, be picked up by the

.cooling fan, atomized, and forced back through the cooling baffles of the engine
as far eft as the rear of the radio comprtment on the tail boom. This is fcrther
back thn the engine exhaust stacks. 6

Based on the investigators' repcrts of the 94 major accidents included in
this study, the helicopter's electrical system hs played only a minor con-

tributory role in the fire accidents to date. Oily three cases could be found
citing that the electrical system had a part. In two separate but near identical
OH-2 accidents, spilled fc-l was ignited by an electrical short that occurred
when the instrument console in each of these aircraft broke loose on impact. In
the other, also involving or. OH-23, an extremely hard landing in a level attitude
at a high angle of descent is believed to ha,"e ruptured the tank on roll-over.
Spilled fuel from the ruptured tank is believed! ?o have been ignited by an eiectri-
col source.

Fire erupting due to the landing gear penetrating The fuselage and puncturing
the fuel cells is no, an unusual experience for the CH-21 and UH-19. Figures 6
and 7, respe-Ltively, show the relative location of the fuel cells and landing gear
in these aircraft.

FIGURE 6

CH.21 fNl cell location In relation to landing gear

12
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" ;FIGURE 7

UH-19 fuel cell location in relation to landing gear

The fire hazard in this type of installation is evident in the following
statement: "The aircraft (CH-21) contacted the ground with an excessive rate of
descent resulting in a hard touchdown which caused both main gear struts to
detach at the upper end and the fuel cells to rupture. The aircraft immediately
burst into flames."18 Fire in the two CH-21 roll-over type accidents listed in
Table 5 are also the result of gear punctured fue! cells.

The UH-19 and CH-34 experience, as the following statem ent from a UH-19

report illustrates, are quite similar. In addition, the fire origin is pinpointed--

o fact seldom determined. "The left main gear was forced upward by the impact
and punctured the left side of the aft tank. Subsequent pitching motion caused
fuel from the punctured tank to splash forward making contact with either the
engine exhaust or the engine itself, causing the fire." 9

E. Fire Occurrence by Type of Accident and Cast

Twenty-one different types of accidents produced the fire accidents shown
in this study. The experience of each model in these accidents is shown in
Table 5. For the reader, the classification of accidents into types listed is a
function of USABAAR's coding process preparatory to machine data processing.
For example, to classify whether a collision-with-terrain accident is controlled
or uncontrolled, the coder is guided by the statement, "An aircraft is in uncon-
trolled flight when the aircraft is not responding adequately to the manipulation
of its control system or wlen the pilot is unable to operate the contro:l ystem." 14

Fight of :he 21 different types of accidents exceeded the expected fre-
quency, assuming the distribution was equal among them. Controlled and uncon-
trolled collision-with-terrain accidents each occurred 14 times and accounted for
approximately 30% of the fire accidents. Three helicopter models are involved
in a majority of the collision type accidents. The CH-21 is included among
these.

The incidence of fire in 10 wire-strike accidents is sufficient cause for

concern that fire adds to the hazard in the operation of the low-flying OH-13 and
*OH-23 observation aircraft. The 91 major wire-strike accidents which occurred

during the six-year period establish that the chance of fire in these accidents is
approximately one in ten for all models listed in Table 5. The OH-23 and OH-13
accoont for 74 (82%) of the major wire-strike accidents.

Among the observation models, the accident experience of the OH-23 re.
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flects the highest probability of fire in wire strikes. Fire occurred in three ouf

of 16 wire strike accidents as compared to two out of 21 for the OH-13D and E
and four out of 37 for the OH-13G and H.

Note the firc experience among the various models in the roli-over type of
accident (Table 5). This rather characteristic type cf helicopter accident
which, as a rule, is survivable, appears most frequently in the experience of the

observation models. During the study period, the three models listed were

involved in 72 such accidents. The OH-13G and H, involved in 33 of these

accidents, resulted in fire to five, while the OH-13D and E had no instance o!
fire in 29 occurrences. In ten roll-overs, one OH-23 caught fire. In this case,
the fuel cell ruptured because of an extremely hard landing.

The earlier USABAAR study reported that the dollar damage of fire L..cidents

was $6,150,000. Quoting current prices for these models, $11,962,839 is now
the total cost for the six-year period, Table 5. The new total reflezts a decrease
of less than a half million dollars for the recent three-year period, even though

seven more fire accidents occurred during this time. The cost reduc'ion, as
analysis of Table 3 indicates, is due to a decrease or no change in the number

of fire accidents involving expensive cargo and utility models. The CFI-37 that

costs $606,000, for example, was not involved in any fire accidents during the
latter period.

When making a cost analysis, one must consider that it is almost impossible

f for the investigators to determine the damage caused by fire alone. It is also
significant to recall that in 90%ro of the accidents, fire followed initial impact and
caused most of the damage. And, that in a malority of the accidents, the impact

forces were relatively light and considered occupant survivable. Because of

these facts, the cost of survivable accidents is slightly less than twice that of

non-survivable accidents. It must be remembered, too, that fire in survivable
accidents prevented the retrieval of reparable components and assemblies. The

loss of instruments, electronic gear, engine and accessories in addition to other
High value items not only requires additional dollars for their replacement but

compounds the logistical problems of supply and maintenance

F. Where Fire Accidents Occur

Data of Table 6 points out the fundamental difficulty of having fire fighting

and rescue equipment immediately at hand when a fire accident occurs. The
difficulty is that so few of them occur on airfields. Seventy-five of the 94 acci-

dents Nere in locations remote from station equipment. Too often in these
instances, the accident location is inaccessible to the equipment at hand, oi the
distance is too great to be reached in time for the equipment to be effective.

It is not unusual in these instances for the accident report to read: ". . the
pilot attempted to extinguish the fire with a hand extinguisher until the fire
went out of control. .."

"The tire deportment arrived and extinguished the fire, but the helicopter
was a total loss..

"...Area of the fire was inaccessible to crash fire equipment. ,,!1 In

the following statement, the investigators give an indication of time (29 minutes

in this case) in which fire fighting equipment must arrive if it is to be effective:
"The aircraft was witnessed at abou. 0631 hours as it descended and struck the

ground .on impact, the engine section was engulfed in flames The asrf'eld
and post fire engines extinguished the fire at approximately 0650 hours, .,12

The rapidity with which fire spreads vcries as do the types of accidents
It is a function of a number of factors made evident throughout this study

1
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i i
Predomincnt is the availability of spilled fuel a.-d the rae at which leaking fue!

is fed to the flame. As has been shown, the numaer cnd size of tie fuel cells,
their location, and the vulnerability of i,.ercorrnecting plumbing to dcmae, all
influence the amount of fuel spilled du-ing on accident sequence.

The limited opportunity o:rfield stationed equipmen- has to serve fire acci-
dents suggests the advisabilhty of recruiting the assistance of civil ;nits.

Experience shows that. both v.,thin cnd outside the United States, more than half
of the fire accidents occurred off-post. Te number of off-pos: accidents is
increasing (Table 6). Dureng FY 1963. 8.% of t.e fire accidents cccurred off-
post. This trend, if it continues, not only supoorts t;%e wisdomn of employing

the services of civil components, but the need to impove the pfogram that exists
today.

The remote inaccessible location in which many of these accidents accur
limits the type of equipment that can effectively rescue personnel and fight fire.

Only 19 of the 94 accidents took place on an airfield where truck type equipment
could be assured access to the scene. The number of off-base cccidents that
automotive type equipment reached, or could have reached, in sufficient time
could not be determined from available dotm.

Analysis shows that because of the rapidity with which fuel fed fires con-
sume aluminum and magnesium, the most that can be achieved is the rescue and
evacuation of occupants. The chance of saving the helicopter is remote. Of
course, the need to confine the fire to the crash site is essential and necessary.

This experience points to the necessity of using a vehicle such as te
helicopter for this purpose. It has both speed and the capability to reach acci-

dents in inaccessible locations. In addition, after unloading rescue personner.
the helicopter can take to the air and use its rotcy-wesh in an effort to establish
an escape avenue for occupants and to aid fire rescue personnel in gaining
access to the aircraft.

The need for fire fighting ;nd rescue equipment plus the capability of using
it effectively is an Army-widc requirement During each of the post three years,
the number of fire accidents overseas has paroaleled the experience within the
United States (Table 6). In FY 1963, the overseas units operated 460 of the
helicopter fleet and flew 42% of the total hours.

It is not difficult to determine why 61% of the :niured are occupants of
accidents that occur off thc military base and off an airfield. It is not entirely
a matter of the degree of safety each location provides, even though it is ac-
cepted that the off-base and particularly the off-airfield environment offers many
mote proiections and depressions to increase the hazards of a crash Icnding.

TABLE 6

Location of Helicopter Fire A:cidents
July 1957 - June 1963

FY Within Outside On Post Off Post

Period USA USA On Airfield2 Off Airfield IOn Airfield Off Airfield

1963 13 12 2 6 I 1 16
1962 10 12 8 4 . 1 9
1961 2 302 0 3

1960 10 4 6 5 1 -__ ....
1959 i I 2 1 5 07
1958 10 3 3 5 0 7

Total 56 38 . 17 28 2 47

Annual I

Percent 93 6.3 8 3 7

Pecn 04 025



TABLE 7

Helicopte Fire Accident-
Occupant Injury Experience by Locoior

July 1957 - June 1963

Within Out%;de On Post Off Post

No. of Persnel Total USA IUSA On A;;eld Off Airfield On A;rfield Off Airfield

Involved 264 150 i 14 32 68 15 149

l, Injure 177 101 76 i 17 52 0 108

Fatal 98 68 30 3 32 0 63

Thrmal Injury 1C7 66 41 8 32 0 67

Fotn!;ites Due s. 27 15 " 12- 0 13 0 14
Burns __ , I

The injured percentage found is a functio.i of accident frequency. It has already

been shown that 80 of the fire accidents occur off base and off an airfield.
Howe-ver, there appears to be a distinct difference in the severity of the acci-
dents of the two locations if number of fatalities is accepted as an indication.

It can be determined from data of Table 7 that 97% of the fatalities which in.
cludes all of the fatalities (27) due to burns occurred in off-base, off-airfield

accidents.

The occupants' injury experience shown in Table 7 more than justifies the
need for prompt iescue and medical evacuation. More than 65% of the occupants
suffer injuries ranging from minor to fatal. In fire accidents, the time period

during which no inluries, maior inluries, and deaths due to fire occur is only a

matter of a few seconds. The degree of burns that two-thirds of the injured

received is shown in Table 11. This experience points out that allowable time

between crash rescue and evacuation is critical.

The importance of evacuation is indicated in a flight surgeon's statement

concerning an accdent that occurred in the remote jungle area of Colombia,

South America: . . .Rescue was accomplished by an accompanying helicopter,

and the injured man was in a hospital within 20 minites. Had the rescue heli-
copter not been present, the only access to the accideni site would have required
a two day trip by mule. A man with 25% body burns undoubtedly would not have

survived a two day -. ip. .19

G. Comparison of Occupant Injury Experience

The data of this study has dwelled primarily on the materiel and operational
aspects of the fire problem. Emphasis in these areas is necessary because it is

clear that the solution of the fire problem can only be achieved by eliminating
known design deficiencies. However, accepted soluticns must be tempered by

t their suitabilit, to meet current and projected operational requ;rements.

If these requirements are not met, no decided change toward improvement in
the occupant injury experience con be expected Though occupant experience

holds no key to the post-crash fire problv'm, it does illustrate in terms of person-
nel loss the effect on mission capability The following facts clearly show the
loss Fire accidents 'hat acc.unt for only 8% of the major accidents are respon-
sible for 42% of the injured o)ccupants and 62% of the fatalities in all major

helicopter cccidents Of the 467 injured occpants, 22% suffered burns Of the

107 thermally injured occupants, 25% received fatal burns Fire accidents

accoun for 18% of the 150 fatalities e'perienced in helicopter accidents shown
in this study Tragsccllv, from the occupant's point of view, 0 of the fatol-ties

were due tc thermal ,rjures received in accidents classed as survivable

17



TABLE 3 r
Major Helicopter Accidents

Occupant Injury Experience Excluding Fire
July 1957- June 1963

T - Change
No. of Occupants Totol FY 1957-1960 FY 1961"1963 No. Percent

No. of Accidents 1053 538 515 -23 4
Involved 2792 1429 1363 -6

Injured 1290 107 183 76 71
Fatally Injured 52 23 29 6 26

Percent Injured 10 7 13 1
Percent Survived 98 J 98 98

To place a dollar value on personnel loss due to injury ard fatality is an
almost impossible task. Quotable Army figures for the study's purpose could not
be readily located and the cost figures of other services were used. For exam-
pIe, one service states that each of their aviators, equivalent to the Army's rank
of major, represents a replacement investment cost of one to one and a quarter
million dollars. Using these same cost figures, the death of the 12 Army avia-
tors due solely to thermal injuries would be placed between 12 and 18 million
dollars. This amount, greater than that shown for materiel loss in Table 5,
includes only those aviators who at the time of the accident were :t the controls.
It does not include aviators flying as passengers. For example, in a CH-21
accident 15  wo of the thermal fatalities were aviators.

The degree of injury reflected by the occupants in the tables that follow are
of four classifications:

Minor: Inury from which recovery is expected and which is considered
(for reporting and coding) an injury ;ess than major.

Major: Injury leszs than critical, recovery expected, requiring more than
five (5) days hospitalization and. or quarters.

Critical: Injuries which threaten to result in death, either from injuries
sustained in the accident, or from complications.

Fatal: Any injury which results in death prior to submiss;on of Flight
Surgeons Technical Report of Aircraft Accident.

The experience of the 177 injured fire-accident occupants reveals a distri-
bution injured severity of 21% minor, 23% major, 40 critical, and 52% fatal.

Omitting the fire accident fatalities, the percentage of occupant: auiviving
a major non-fire helicopter crash is remarkably high and well above normal
expectation. Only 2% of 2,792 occupants in 1,053 molar accidents are fatally
injured (Table 8).

The 98% survival indicates a degree of safety which occupants of Army
helicopte: can expect when post-crash fires become as infrequent as inflight
fires. This expectation must, of course, discount the 29 non-survivable post-
crash fire accidents in which the injuries produced by fire are of secondary
importance.

To achieve this degree of oc.cupont safety would establish Army helicopter
experience well above the level of three other forms of aviation. The Aviation
Safety Engineering and Research Division of the Flight Safety Foundation in a
recently completed study 13 reported fatality percntages of (a) aerial application

(crop dusting) 14 6%, (b) general aviation not invc.lvig aerial application 10.3%,
and (c) scheduled domestic air carrier operations 8 8r.
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TABLE 9

Helicopter Fire Accidents
Occupant Injury Experience

July 1957 - June 1963

Chan

No. of Occupants Total FY 1957-1960 FY 1961-1963 No. Percent

Involved 264 122 142 20 16
Injured 177 74 103 29 39
Fatally injured 98 41 57 16 39
Injured-Thermal 107 $1 56 5 10
Fatal-Thermal 27 12 15 3 25
Percent Injured 67 61 73
Percent Survived 63 66.4 60

Percent with Burns 41 42 39

Adding the experience of the 255 fire-accident occupants of Table 9 in-
creases the Army's helicopter experience by 3% to an overall figure of 5%.
Though the increase is significant, the survival percentage remains at a re-
spectable level when compared to othr forms of avicition.

To place whatever conclusions that may be drawn from the comparison in
proper perspective, the variability of the factors that determines the degree of
exposure of each form to accidents must be considered. This is necessary
br'cause of the distinct differences that exist among the various forms of avia-
t~c,n. The differences are due to type of operation, number of landings, mission
length, crew selection and training, and ethers which need not be discussed

4here. They are well known to those familiar with aviation safety.
From an injury production standpoint, it is significant to note that in 90% of

the non-fire accidents, occupants escape even minor injury (Table 8). The
addition of fire experience decreases the injury-free survival pi:ture by 5% to
85%. The fact that 15% of the occupants are injured is sufficient justification
io consider improving the crash-fire-worthiness of the helicopters selected to
remain in operation.

The need is not necessarily protection from thermal injury alone, but other
types of injuries as well. This point is made by the 58% increase in the number
of occupants injured during FY 1961-1963 when the number of accidents and
occupants involved decreased 5% (Tables 8 and 9). Fire accidents alone during
this period were responsible for increasing the number of occupants injured by
29. Of these, fire caused a thermal injury increase of only five. Additional

* study, exploratory in nature, failed to reveal an acceptable explanation, other
than the added UH-1 experience shown in Table 10, as to why the other types of
injuries are increasing. The rote of this upward trend warrants additional study,
particularly if the responsible models continue to pace the acceleration of nap-
of-the-earth operation.

H. Occupant Experience by Model of Helicopter

The degree of occupant safety aach model provides in survivable and non-
survivable fire accidents is evident in Table 10. However, caution must be
exercised when comparing models. Erroneous conclusions may be drawn unless
one keeps clearly in mind that inlury production is largely a function of impact
severity. And in fire accidents, thermal injury depends upon the occupant's
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TABLE 10

Occupant Injury Experience in Fi,* Accidents
By Model of Helicopter
July 1957- June 1963

Number of Occupants

No. of Percent Percent Inlured Themi
Acdts Involved Injured Fatalities Injured Survived Ther"I Fatalltles

Model SN/S S N/S S N/S S N/S S N/S S N/S S H/S S N/S

O 23 6 5 9 8 8 8 3 8 89 100 67 0 2 7 2 0

OH-13G,H 25 7 37 11 22 11 3 -9 59 100 92 18 17 10 3 1
CH-34 10 5 34 14 18 14 2 1 14 53 100 94 0 7 12 2 9

CH-21 10 6 37 38 15 35 1 ; 33 41 92 97 13 1 22 0 4

UH-19 5 2 21 6 5 f 1 6 24 100 95 0 3 6 1 0
UH-1 4] 2 20 1 7 12 7 5 7 60 100 75 0 6 7 12 0 !
OH-13DE 5 0 8 0 0 1 0 75 0 f 88 2 0 0 0

CH-37 1 1 9 5 '.5 0 5 561100 100 0 1 4 0 3

%Survlvable 70 66 51 16 36 37

location relative to the main bulk of the fire. The experience of the observation

models is a good example. Data of Table 10 effectively shows the OH-13's to
have a much higher degree of occupant safety. However, this study has shown
that higher impact forces are required to cause fuel to spill and ignite in the
OH-23 than in the OH-13's. The location of the OH-13 fuel cells relative to the
cockpit usually places the occupants very near the main fire. This statement
from a flight surgeon's report is descriptive of what often happens: "When the
aircraft fell over, the bubble broke and the right tank ruptured releasing fuel
which ignited on the hot manifold. It then spilled into the cockpit seating area.
The spray of burning fuel on the pilot's face, hands and clothes continued to
burn as he exited through the shattered plexiglas...

The survival of seven occupants in non-survivable accidents of the OH-13G,
H, and CH-21 is an example of the ineptness of the definition of accident sur-
vivability to meet the variety of conditions accidents present. The CH-21 was
involved in two accidents of this type. In each case the sequence of impact was
quite similar. The crew compartment impacted first and sustained sufficient
damage to cause the acc;dent to be classified as non-survivable. The collapsing
structure of the crew: compartment reduced Yhe forces transmitted to the car a
compartment, thus permitting this area to be survivable. In one accident, a
passenger thrown clear of the wre,:kage into the snow escaped with only minor
injuries. He was able to rescue a more seriously injured passenger from the
fire that caused the death of four others.

The respective records of the UH-19, CH-21, and CH-34 show that these
three models reflect the highest degree of occupant safety of all models in the
survivable fire-accident experience shown in Table 10. The UH-19 record shows
that in these accidents where fire, in addition to impact, increases the exposure
to injury, 76% of its occupants are free of inlury. The combined experience of
the three models shows that 59% of the occupants ore not injued. With the
exception of the CH-37 which was jivolved in only one survivable fire accident,
these models reflect a high degree of occupant survival.

20



Also among these models, the record of the CH-21 in survivable accidents
stands out, particularly in regard to thermal injury. Only one of its occupants
suffered thermal injury even though its fire-accident experience was equal or
greater, and involved more occuoants than other models. Undoubtedly much of
its record is due to the availability of escape exits. Its cargo compcltmnt,
unlike the UH-19 and CH-34, has convenient openings on both sides including
the large cargo door on the right. Frequently, the location of the exits relative
to the location of the fire does not require the occupants to pass through a well
of fire to escape.

The injury experience of the observation models contrasts the findings
mentioned for the three larger models. The degree of occupant safety in the
observation models is much lower. In survivable fire accidents only 33% of
observation-model occupants escape injury. The 87% occupant-survival rate
indicates that the degree of injury incurred is much more severe in the smaller
models. The fatality experience of the two types is evidence of this fact.

A portion of this difference may be explained upo" noting rhat the smoaier
models experienced 11 more survivable fire accidents than did the larger monels
(Table 8). Though the additional accidents increase the exposure and chance
of injury, a more logical explanation is the difference in structural configuration,
increased occupant protection, particularly the structure surrounding the cockpit
area, and the location of the fuel cells relative to the position of the occupants.
The observation models have a plexiglas "bubble" enclosing much of the cock-
pit. This enclosure breaks away in most accidents to provide an excellent
escape exit; however, when it breaks away, it offers no resistance to the path of
fire in these past-crash fires. In addition, the shattered plexiglos is a source of
injury. Plexiglas fragments often act as flying missiles and the jagged remain-
ing pieces cause laceration during exit. Fortunately, most of these injuries are
not of a major consequence.

The relative location of fuel cells to the occupants in the larger models is
a significant factor in the reduction of thermal injury. The thermal-injury ex-
perience of the OH-13G and H is an example. This model is responsible for 44%
of the thermally injured occupants in survivable accidents. The chance of
thermal injury in this model is highest of all models. Fro.n Table 10, it may be
determined that 46% of the occupants involved received thermal injuries. For-
tunately, the number of fatalities is much less.

However, all factors that contribute to occupant safety are not necessarily
inherent in the design nor in the operation of the larger models. Data of Table
10, to consider both the survivable and non-survivable accident experience,
supports this observation. The accidents involving the larger models are much
more severe; the impact forces are greater. Proportionally, these models ex-
perience three times as many non-survivable accidents as do the smaller obser-
vation models. Their accidents account for 75% of the fatalities. However, the
occupancy factor in the larger models is almost three times as great as in the
smaller obse:vation modai. w'hich accounts for the difference in number of
fatalities.

I. Thermal Injury

Of the various injurias that can be experienced by occupnts of hel;copter
fire accidents, skin inluries are repo ted most frequentfly. Whether other types,
like those to the respiratory system and those due to toxic gases, do not occur
as frequently or are not reported could not be established. It may be, and
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TABLE 11

Occupant Thermial Injury by B"dy Area and Degree.
July 1957- June 1963

Suvv 61.e Accidents Mon.Swv;vebI* Acecdeats

of of Foroh re#*
~Day Art* ijuies 10? Ir ?&up Injuries 1 f faup

Hood 6 40 160 0 0 0
Face 17 92 8 0 0 a

Mo.ck 1 9 S7 43 0 1 0 10

Upper Extremities 24 81 119 10 I29 171

Cheer a 100 so 50 5

A61o0en 0 01 0 0 0 0
Pelvis 0 0 0 0 0 0

Back______ __ _ 33 166 4____ 0 100

---Log 13 so 3 s o 10 0 0
Genera 29 23 0 9 10

UpperExtrmitie '10

No. of Occupants 1- 39 Meo. of Occuponts Z6

particularly among survivors, that the significance of reporting other types of
injuries is overlooked in the presence of extensive skin injuries. Among the
deceased, an autopsy i0 not performed in all cases and often the findings,
t .ugh required, ore not included in the investigation report.

In reported cas of res-liratory system injuries, the occupant's escope was
hindered in somervirsnr. In one case a crewchief panicked at the sigmt of
flames. He forgot about the quick release of his shoulder harness orta lap belt.
He struggled until he man:;d finally to slip beneath the belt. In another, a
pilot fought the release of his lop belt (he had learned at the preflight insFection
that it was improperly installed in the aircraft and would require the reverse of
the normal procedure to ;s'.,ase it). Others were not so fortunate. In two cases,
occupants suffered blows to their heads and, in an unconscious state, inhaled
superheated air of the flash fire that swept through the cockpit. One of them
wore a helmet, but a blow on the forehead was thought to have caused loss of
consciousness. The other did not use his helmet; he placed it in th seat next
to him because the flight was to be "just a short hop."

Data of Table 11 shows the pattern of skin injury by body area and the
degree of thermal injury to that area. The injury pattern and degree are given in
percentages. For example, the experience of 39 thermally injured occupants of
survivable accidents shows that 6% of their iriuries were co.afined to the area of
the head, and 60% of the burns were third degree or more severe.

Thermal injury to the head could have been prevented in many cases and
reduced in severity in others had the helmet been available, remained on the

occupant's head during the crash, and hod the occupant not removed it prior to
exit.

Prior to the fall of 1959, before the APH-5 was available, cnd for a period
after initial distribution, helmet availability was a problem. It is not r serious
problem today for pilots. There were only six reported cases involving fire
accidents in which helmets were not available fro pilots during FY 1963. How-

ever, helmet availability remains a problem for crewchiefs, other crew members,
and passengers.

Helmet dislodgement is a problem and will probably remain so until wearer
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cMi Iis solFficient to p he mid o keet p the chin strep fastem nd the

map shP in adjustment. Of t6 100 occupaew who wee helmets in this study,
24 lo.6 their helmt satine Ouring the occWd sequnc. This group accunts
for mcko the hod injuries shown in Table 11.

Renewing the helmet prior to exit is a Pilot rectian 020 is not understood.
Why it occurs is not knoawiL One pilot questioned on the point said: "I released
my seat belt and for some reason thircing that the hel-et would keep - in te
ihel:opler. removd it also." 17

Aneld wa hod the presenca of mind to hold his breath while exiting
reme kis helmet. The only burn injuries he suffered -w*r to his heed end

The issuance of chemically treated fire resistant flight suits would have
reduced te injuries of mny survivors. Only 21, less thmo 10% of the aviators
involved, wore flight suits. The number of suits properly treated to resist fire
is no known,

The circumsta.ices involving gloves and the prevention of bend injuries is
somewhat similar. The problem is not, however, the availability of gloves!
Instead it is that the issued gloves are unsatisfoctory for the requirements of
most pilots. Consequenty, in these accidents only 22 aviators wore gloves of
some type. Oar pilot suffered second degree burns to both bands. He hd
removed his gloves only ten minutes prior to the crash because his hands were
too worm-1. Gloves would have helped others in escaping. The experience of five
passengers trapped in a CH-34 is explained by one of them who said: "...
&verytime I reached for something, my hands would burn. "' 18 They were trying
to reach the exit which was located five feet overheod because of the aircraft's
final position.

The relationship of impact severity and the production of thermal injury is
evident in the data shown by Table II when comparing the two accident cote-
jor;es. As expected, the thermal ;niury occuponts ef survivable accidents
sustain is less severe. A review of the survivable fire accidents provides these
reasons: Rarely ore the impact forces sufficient to incapacitate the occupants
to hinder escape; escape provisions of the OH-13, OH-23, and CH-21, responsi-
ble for 70% of the survivable accidents, have proven to be excellent and of
great importance as fire in 90% of these accidents followed impact and allowed

4time for escape. Only in a few accidents did fire completely engulf the aircraft
before it came to rest and prevented those capable of escaping from exiting ir
sufficient time.
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